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Abstract This research paper presents the cognitive scientific and neuro-scientific knowledge of creativity. It goes
on to develop and propose an Inclusive Connecting Trigger (ICT) to improve the generation quality and generation
time of candidate solutions. It also develops a preliminary mathematics for selecting the ICTs and the methods of
choosing ICTs. It discusses the scope of ICT to a variety of creative domains. The Inclusive Connecting Trigger is
demonstrated and supported by experiments performed and documented is this research paper.
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1. Theory
Most of grow up with traditional concept of Intelligence
Quotient (IQ) originally developed by Alfred Binet,
with the understanding that intelligence is inborn and
immutable and verbal and mathematical reasoning are the
requisites or must-haves of intelligence. Also, genes, it is
known, account for 48% of IQ and the environment and
learning accounts for the remaining 52% [1]. Today, it is
understood that we possess at least 7 different measurable
intelligences. The interaction of these intelligences, the
domains available for study and mastery within a culture
and the judgement rendered by the field that is deemed
competent within a culture entails emergence of creativity
[2]. This research paper develops a technique to generate
more (fluency) and novel (originality) ideas.
The mathematician, Poincare felt that he could state
that “to create consists of making new combinations of
associative elements which are useful. The mathematical
facts worthy of being studied….are those which reveal to
us unsuspected kinships between other facts well known
but wrongly believed to be strangers to one another.
Among chosen combinations the most fertile will often be
those formed of elements drawn from elements drawn
from domains which are far apart” [3]. Creativity is indeed
a recombination of seemingly unrelated concepts in
contiguity to produce novel, useful ideas. Clearly,
creativity does not happen in intellectual vacuum.
Creativity, both spontaneous and deliberate is a function
of time, breadth of knowledge, meshy-ness or messiness
of the networks or number of synaptic interconnections,
disinhibition of the left prefrontal cortex [4] which censors

activation of association cortices in the occipital, parietal
and temporal cortices.
The Figure 1 depicts 3 unrelated concepts as black, blue
and green. The ICT creates and overlap and inclusion,
connecting the 3 concepts into 1 associating concept. The
more the proliferation of the ICT in the memory networks,
the greater the chance of “inclusion” and “connection” of
seemingly unrelated concepts leading to novel ideas. This
is the main theme of the research paper.

Figure 1. Inclusive Connecting Trigger

2. Involuntary and Voluntary Memory
When a cue is presented, past memories can be evoked
without deliberate effort. The contexts can be those that
occur in everyday life, involuntary (we will focus on this
trigger for the scope of this paper) and voluntary triggers
evoking other memories as by-products and during
psychiatric illness such as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
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(PTSD) [5]. Voluntary memories, as defined by Hermann
Ebbinghaus, founder of experimental study of memory,
are memories which appear in consciousness when we
search for them while involuntary memories appear
spontaneously. In case of involuntary memory, the
memory fragment “pops” into our awareness without any
apparent conscious attempt to evoke it. So, involuntary
memories are explicit, episodic and unintentional [6].
Hippocampus and areas around medial temporal cortex,
evoke a previous conscious experience by activating the
network which was originally used in perception of the
previous conscious experience [7].
At least in the first context, in everyday life,
involuntary memories occur about 3-5% of the day
especially in the “diffused” state of attention [8]. If that is
the case, involuntary memories should be evoked more
frequently than those evoked in everyday life. Once
evoked, these voluntary or involuntary memories will start
a cascade of involuntary memories which may form novel
connections. This cascade of activation can occur in
autobiographical memory as well as between semantic
and autobiographical memory [5]. For involuntary
memories, even though the cues can be external (senses),
internal (thoughts) or mixed (both senses and thoughts)
the experiment presented below used internal cues for
evoking involuntary memories. Linguistic or abstract
thought cues were found to be frequent as compared
to sensory or physiological/ emotional cues [9].
Even within the rear sensory cues, auditory cues are
more common [10]. It has been suggested that involuntary
recall can be triggered when voluntary triggers are
presented [11] and [12], a process known as chaining [13]
and [14].
When a memory is evoked in the autobiographical
memory system, these activations may trigger other
memories. If these activated memories are strong enough
they may become conscious otherwise, they may result in
associative priming whose effects may be seen after some
time [5] – page 63. The abstract triggers produce more
memories than sensory triggers, in the case of involuntary
memories [9]. There is an interaction between trace
information (information stored in the person’s brain) and
retrieval information, which is a necessary condition of all
memory phenomena [15].
Contextual binding theory, going further posits that not
only is the trace information interact with retrieval
information but the context (spatial, temporal and other
details) in which both occurred is also associated with
them [16]. These contexts should overlap with many other
memories and contexts creating an inclusive network for
novel idea.

3. Procedure
Consider the Remote association (RA) of 3 words
Broom, Book and Scar again. “Hold” the 3 words visually
and semantically in your mind without attempting to
process the commonality or similarity of the 3 words by
trial and error, though deliberate creativity can be used as

well. The 3 unrelated words will trigger 3 different
ensembles of neurons in your long term memory. If there
is no obvious overlap for the 3 words the novel solution
will not be generated readily.
An Inclusive Connecting Trigger is a set of words
which are very commonly used in everyday life by most
human beings. Example – {Mom, Food, Sleep, Talk,
Play, Money, Stone, Colour, Children, Rain, Hospital,
Love….}. We grow up learning these simple, common
words or concepts. The idea is to find words that
will trigger many networks increasing the probability of
identifying a solution to the RA. As the triggers above
are common to many concepts and words, they should
trigger many original solutions. These triggers or cues
should be preferably concepts than general events as
it is known that conceptual associations occur more
commonly than event associations [9]. A numbered list of
such ICT was written down on a paper and random
number was used to choose and apply 1 ICT at a time.
Multiple triggers can be tried, if the first random ICT does
not give good results, in problem solving such as
Alternate Uses (AU) or RA to generate more fluent and
original ideas.
The Inclusive Connecting Trigger should be held in the
mind in a “diffuse” or non-focused manner along with the
original 3 words “Broom”, “Book” and “Scar” one at a
time. This will facilitate the recombination of unrelated
words/concepts in a meaningful way. One recombination
is to “Bind” or “Put Together” which may not seem like
the best connection. The broom sticks and pages are
bound together while the bandage covers the scars. If the
trigger “Children” or “Book” is used, it is possible that the
solution “Harry Potter” may be found.
Not limited to RA but Inclusive Connecting Trigger can
be used for finding Alternate Uses (AU) or Complete
the Incomplete Picture. Generalizing, the Inclusive
Connecting Trigger should help in generating novel
solutions in other areas as well.

4. Experimental Results
The RA test was offered to 8 subjects after generating
random words from Random Word Generator. A same 2
RA tests of 3 words and a same 2 alternate uses test
were given to each subject. The result was measured on 2
dimensions of fluency and originality. However, as the
Inclusive Connecting Trigger is presented after the tests
were presented without Inclusive Connecting Trigger, the
fluency number would not be independent but the
originality number will be independent. The subjects were
trained for RA test and Alternate Uses test with couple of
examples before experiment to ensure understanding of
the test. Subjects were chosen for both genders and age
varying from 10 to 70. A time of 90 seconds was provided
to generate solutions. The fluency and originality of ideas
after the ICT was presented includes the number of ideas
generated before ICT was presented.
The Analysis of Variance (2 Factor with Replications)
table for fluency and originality are shown below.
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Table 1. A p value of 0.102 was found for improvement in the originality of solutions after presenting the Inclusive Connecting Trigger. The
variation remained insignificant across the samples of different gender and age
ANOVA (Originality of RA Solution)
Source of Variation
Sample
Columns
Interaction
Within
Total

SS
3.875
1.125
0.875
6
11.875

df
7
1
7
16
31

MS
0.553571
1.125
0.125
0.375

F
1.47619
3
0.333333

P-value
0.244485
0.102495
0.927044

F crit
2.657197
4.493998
2.657197

Table 2. A p value of 0.054 was found for improvement in the fluency of solutions after presenting the Inclusive Connecting Trigger. The
variation remained insignificant across the samples of different gender and age
ANOVA (Fluency of RA Solution)
Source of Variation
Sample
Columns
Interaction
Within
Total

SS
22
15.125
12.375
56
105.5

df
7
1
7
16
31

MS
3.142857
15.125
1.767857
3.5

F
0.897959
4.321429
0.505102

P-value
0.531194
0.054083
0.817455

F crit
2.657197
4.493998
2.657197

Table 3. A p value of 0.044 was found for improvement in the Originality of Alternate Uses (AU) solutions after presenting the Inclusive
Connecting Trigger
ANOVA (Originality of AU Solution)
Source of Variation
Sample
Columns
Interaction
Within
Total

SS
22.21875
2.53125
3.71875
8.5
36.96875

df
7
1
7
16
31

MS
3.174107
2.53125
0.53125
0.53125

F
5.97479
4.764706
1

P-value
0.001511
0.044296
0.466275

F crit
2.657197
4.493998
2.657197

Table 4. A p value of 0.002 was found for improvement in the Fluency of Alternate Uses (AU) solutions after presenting the Inclusive
Connecting Trigger
ANOVA ()
Source of Variation
Sample
Columns
Interaction
Within
Total

SS
93.96875
26.28125
23.46875
33.5
177.2188

df
7
1
7
16
31

MS
13.42411
26.28125
3.352679
2.09375

F
6.411514
12.55224
1.601279

P-value
0.001041
0.002707
0.205603

Correlations of Originality RA, Originality AU both before and after the test were found negligible.
Pearson correlation of Originality RA and Originality AU = -0.027 and p-Value = 0.884
Correlations of Fluency RA, Fluency AU both before and after the test were found significant.
Pearson correlation of Fluency RA and Fluency AU = 0.699 and p-Value = 0.000
Boxplot of Fluency Before, Fluency After
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Fluency After

Figure 2.

F crit
2.657197
4.493998
2.657197
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Boxplot of Originality Before, Originality After
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Figure 3.

The Box plots above show gain in both originality and fluency scores for both before and after ICT trigger is presented.
The change in both mean and median values was found as shown in figures above.
Dotplot of Originality Gain Score
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Figure 4.
Dotplot of Fluency Gain Score
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Figure 5.

The dot plot shows the amount of gain in originality and fluency scores after the ICT was presented. The gain impacted
the fluency scores more than originality scores.
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5. How to choose an ICT?
ICT is a set of primordial or widespread concepts with
the ability to trigger as many involuntary memories as
possible creating a possibility of inclusion. It can connect
unrelated ideas, concepts or semantics into a novel idea. It
should preferably be a concept more than an event and
should be “held” in mind in a diffuse and unfocused
manner. Kvavilashvili and Mandler [17] suggested that
wider and faster activation of memory networks occurs
during diffuse attention states while [18,19,20] suggested
that the executive control system that monitors which
autobiographical memories eventually reach awareness is
less vigilant during times of diffuse attention and therefore
unexpected retrievals will occur. The set mentioned in this
paper earlier is just an example and not exhaustive.
{Family, School, Country, Government, Number, Water,
Book, House, Health, Animal, Blood, Sun…..} are few
more examples of very common triggers which can inspire
at least divergent thinking or remote association. Even a
phrase can be used instead of a word to retrieve
involuntary memories and trigger novel ideas. 1 ICT
should be used at a time and many such trigger words
should be used until satisfactory solution is found. After
an involuntary memory is evoked, it can also be held in
diffuse memory to trigger more chained memories as
it is known that subjects mostly report 2 or 3 chained
memories [9,14,21]. However, evoking a memory into
consciousness may not be necessarily required and the
cascade can happen only in the subconscious. Adjective,
verbs, adverbs or other parts of speech can be used other
than nouns. Abstract cues (voluntary) will trigger,
probably, more memories than sensory cues just like
involuntary memories (analogy drawn from research paper
by [9]).
There is a strong recency effect in both voluntary and
involuntary memories [22]. The ICT or memory cue is
voluntary and strategically used to generate creative
solutions however the memories evoked after subsequent
chaining is involuntary. This paper agrees that involuntary
memory is evoked by a cue that matches a corresponding
characteristic aspect of retrieval environment [23] as
opposed to perfect match between cue and central feature
of autobiographical memory [17].
Consider 2 concepts, a “shoe” and a pair of “glasses”.
The concept of shoe is made up of sub-elements such as
{heel, toe, walking, leather, polish, lace…….} and the
concept of glasses is made up of sub-concepts such as
{frame, lens, vision, colour, eyes…….}. Let us assume
that you are trying to solve the problem of frequently
slipping and breaking of glasses. If you hold both shoe
and glasses in your mind, you can, by recombination of
elements, borrow the concept of lace from the shoe to
glasses to create a lace or lanyard for glasses to solve the
problem. After all creativity is recombination of old ideas
into novel ideas.
Here the sub-concept of frame can be broken down into
sub-sub-concepts {black colour of frame, shape of
frame….}. Let us call all the concepts including the
combinations of sub-concepts and sub-sub-concepts as N,
Nmax (t) = ∑r from 1 to n (r ncr (x) t) where Nmax (t) is the
maximum of total number of all concepts that can be
generated in time t and x is the number of connections per
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element and a combination of r elements fired from all
available n memory neurons.
Nict is the number of all concepts fired by an ICT. The
ICT are words with a high value of N.
Nnict < Nict < Nmax where Nnict is number of all concepts
fired by a non-ICT.
x does not remain constant for every branching and
hierarchy of network and hence average value should be
considered. N is also, of course, culture specific and
knowledge dependent. The strength of neuronal
connections varies across individuals and depends on
many factors such as activation of ion channels,
concentration of calcium ions, various other secondary
messenger molecules etc. So, the number N may vary
according to the strength of neural connections.
If shoe = {a, b, c, d, e} and glasses = {i, j, k, l, m}
where sub-concept e is the subset of shoe then to fire all i,
j, k, l, m and e, one of the ICTs with high N value should
be used. If ICT triggers all i, j, k, l, m and e then it is
possible that a novel combination of glasses with laces is
formed similar to Figure 1.
A practical way to qualify a concept as ICT is by using
word association to create the branching and hierarchies.
A strong ICT will have extensive branching and
hierarchies with ability to “include” many unrelated
concepts. Of course, the memory network fired will be a
lot more extensive than association which manifest in the
consciousness. However, word association will give a
rough idea about the possible ICTs.
Although reasoning brain is the seat of convergent
thinking, it can also solve open-ended and ill-structured
problems [4]. Both, the deliberate (trial and error search
for novel solutions) and spontaneous creativity can be
improved by an ICT trigger.

6. Scope of ICT
We have seen that ICT improves the creative output in
Alternate uses and Remote Association. The article
proposes that ICT should also help musical creativity.
Playing musical instruments according to written notes, I
think, is a kinaesthetic intelligence and understanding
that music as a pattern is musical intelligence. This
understanding of music (pitch and rhythm) can be
further used by combine existing ideas and emotions in
composing music. Playing musical instrument is definitely
a skill but understanding and composing music requires
musical intelligence and creativity, respectively. Composing
music requires both musical intelligence and creativity.
Switching the fingers, while playing violin and reading
musical notes, with the non-dominant hand and its
coordination with the stable bowing dominant hand is
bodily skill which can be developed through practice.
An ICT will generate patterns and emotions which
should assist any musical instrument composition. Since
hippocampal activity has been related to associative
retrieval [24], it is probable that retrieval of an emotional
context by an ICT activates a more extensive and
inclusive network of information than does the retrieval of
a neutral context. Hippocampus is involved not just in
binding recently encodes events but also remotely
encoded events [24]. An ICT like “birthday” can trigger a
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cascade of mostly happy memories and emotions which
can “include” or combine unrelated ensembles in the neural
networks leading to novel composition. The converse that
music can trigger ideas (based on interviews in book by
[25]) in other domains seems to be true as well. This is
however conceptual and needs to be empirically verified.
In another instantiation, the ICT can also connect
unrelated elements (memories) in homonymity, rhyme,
structure and rhythm of words which can exploited
in creative writing (based on “similarity” concept by
Mednick, Sarnoff A, 1962). Also, ICT should work
optimally in creative writing (or any field) with only the
requisite information in the field because high “associative
strength” due to more than requisite knowledge will
steepen the creativity [3].
Visualization and Semantics of the problem areas
should both be used while using ICT as some problems
are better solved visually while others verbally [3]. In
divergent thinking, a positive mood will help see relations
between concepts [26].
A rough sketch of a painting can be done in a busy
restaurant, museum, art gallery or a studio which can be
later transformed into a canvas painting. While even a
mundane place can trigger novel idea accidently, more
time would be required than required with ICT. Better
than random perceptual triggers a strategically placed ICT
should trigger more and original ideas.
Not limited to the few creative domains discussed
above, ICT can be applied for improving the originality
and speed of idea generation in practically any domain
including academics, architecture, advertising, performing
arts, sculpture, embroidery or even something as remote as
ornamental plastering or ceramic art etc. However, ICT
will work effectively if the minimum requisite preparation
is done in the concerned domain [27].

develop a list of best ICTs. The practical method
suggested will suffice in the unavailability of right
technology. Hence, the continuation of this research is the
experimental study to develop the set of ICTs facilitated
simple word association.
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